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Quote Of The Week
 Maybe on the 

last night, we could 
feed all the bands 
to Gor-Gor. then 
instead of No Sleep, 
it could be the No 
bands … Except 
Gwar. Festival. 
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Tron first hit cinemas in 1982, the brainchild of di-
rector Steven Lisberger, who envisioned a virtual world 
within a computer years before the concept of digital 
identities even began to permeate popular conversa-
tion. Jeff Bridges starred as Kevin Flynn, a video game 
programmer who is transported into the mainframe 
he is trying to hack into. The neon-drenched design 
of its virtual world was unprecedented, combining 
the first extensive use of computer graphics on film 
with remarkable in-camera techniques to simulate a 
computer-generated look.

Tron: Legacy’s director, Joseph Kosinski, has a di-
verse professional background as an architect, me-
chanical engineer, and commercials director, giving 
him a distinctive perspective on the original film’s 
merits. “I remember Tron being this completely unique 
movie; it pushed the technical boundaries and looked 
like nothing else. Conceptually it was about a decade 
ahead of its time … I thought the way to make a Tron 
sequel unique was to wholly embrace the aesthetic of 
the original movie and to find a way to evolve it.”

While fellow 1982 cult darling Blade Runner enjoyed 
critical reappraisal, Tron hung in limbo. So when Kosin-
ski came aboard the sequel project in 2007, producer 
Sean Bailey posed him the question, “how do you make 
Tron cool again?” Tron’s own legacy is that its fans adore 
the world it created, fusing mythical struggle with com-
puter programming, but it remains less known among 
the general moviegoing public. Plus, as pioneering as 
its visual effects and design were, Lisberger’s vision 
clearly chafes against the technological constraints of 
the time. A new film would hopefully fulfill Tron’s visual 
potential. But first Disney had to be convinced.

Kosinski’s audacious idea was to film his vision for 
a revitalised Tron, recruiting Jeff Bridges to shoot a 
trailer for a film that didn’t exist yet. Disney decided 
to gauge interest within the pop culture community 
at the ultimate venue: the 2008 San Diego Comicon. 
At the end of their scheduled presentation of forth-
coming films, Disney unexpectedly unveiled the top-
secret test trailer. The crowd went nuts, dormant Tron 
fans reawakening as they saw its vision updated in 
grand style. The response contributed to Tron: Legacy 
getting the green light.

The sequel is set 20 years after Jeff Bridges’ Kevin 
Flynn has mysteriously disappeared. When his son 
Sam (Garrett Hedlund), now 27, investigates a signal 
from his father’s old pager, he is transported into the 
digital world of the first film, which has become far 
more advanced and dangerous.

Evolving the world of Tron – now known as the Grid 
– while remaining true to the original design was a chal-
lenge for Kosinski and his team. “Because the Grid was 
created by Kevin Flynn, this world has to feel as if every 

detail was done by one person. So it was a challenge, a 
master design problem, to create an entire world that 
felt like it had come from the hand of one designer.”

The relevance of the Grid and the new film to our 
now-online world is perhaps the most intriguing mys-
tery of Tron: Legacy. Since the Internet has gone from 
experiment to fact of life in the intervening decades, 
how does Tron’s old-school mainframe computing 
change to suit the times? Kosinski’s approach surpris-
ingly subverts expectations. “I was really fascinated 
with the idea that the world of Tron had existed on a 
server completely disconnected from the Internet – I 
wasn’t interested in an ‘Internet’ movie. I like the idea 
that this world had sat on Flynn’s server undisturbed 
for 20 years, cycling away and evolving. And over that 
20 years the simulation had become much more vis-
ceral and real, like our world.” 

That parallel may be the key to whether Tron: 
Legacy will resonate with today’s audience, boiling 
down the vast complexity of our online experience 
into a self-contained realm where the digital identi-
ties we’ve grown accustomed to become heroes and 
villains. Bridges plays not one but two roles: Flynn 

and his younger digital avatar, Clu, who has become a 
separate being hunting down his creator.

The hook for Tron newbies doesn’t end there. Ko-
sinski snagged Daft Punk to score the film, their first, 
instantly injecting Tron: Legacy with a subversive credi-
bility. “They are huge Tron fans, and you can see in their 
live shows, the influence the original Tron and the mu-
sic of Wendy Carlos had on them,” Kosinski observes.

The duo have been working on the film for nearly 
three years, a rare commitment for scoring. Their 
music is woven deeply into Tron: Legacy, even being 
played on set to guide the cast and crew. “It’s a combi-
nation of orchestral music, electronic music, granular 
music, a layering blend that sometimes blurs the line 
between music and sound design in a really interest-
ing way,” Kosinski says. The excerpts released so far are 
dazzling but clearly a departure for Daft Punk. Trium-
phant brass and melancholy strings intermingle with 
static bursts and thunderous bass, evoking Hans Zim-
mer’s score for Inception.

Their enveloping soundscape was a highlight of 
Tron Night, a 20-minute 3D preview screened in cin-

emas internationally. Tron: Legacy is the first film since 
Avatar to have been filmed in native 3D rather than 
converted in post-production (well, except Jackass 
3D…), and the difference was palpable. The transition 
from the 2D real world to a massive flying archway – a 
Recogniser, for fans – suddenly bearing down on you 
in 3D with growling Daft Punk bass rising through the 
seat hits like a punch. The 3D was genuinely immer-
sive, drawing the eye to points deep in the shot rather 
than to what’s leaping from the foreground. With 3D 
suffering something of a backlash this year, Tron: Leg-
acy may be the new litmus test for the format. 

The Grid itself was stunning, transforming Tron’s 
palette of bright light and deep shadow into techno-
industrial vistas of genuine beauty. Kosinski’s goal was 
to evoke “that sense of the material, basically making 
it feel like we went into the world of Tron and shot it 
with a motion picture camera. I didn’t want it to feel 
like CGI.” The Tron Night sequences suggest that he’s 
achieved his goal. There’s a texture and vibrancy that 
combine with the intense score to render the Grid 
hypnotic. If Kosinski is working with a narrative that 
matches his visuals, Tron: Legacy could inspire a cul-

tural excitement in film, design, and even fashion akin 
to The Matrix.

The return of recent Academy Award winner and 
the Dude himself, Jeff Bridges, confirms that there is 
more to Tron: Legacy than the look, and Flynn’s relation-
ship with his son potentially gives the film emotional 
stakes, unlike the original. Kosinski always understood 
the value of bringing Bridges back. “I don’t think this 
movie would exist without Jeff Bridges … He’s the core 
of this film, everything orbits around him.”

Kosinski clearly wants Tron: Legacy to be a block-
buster that’s both visually sensational and emotion-
ally absorbing, while realising the potential of the 
original film. “It was our goal to push technology, but 
in a way that’s story-driven. We’re telling a story that 
just couldn’t be told up until now.”

tRoN: LEGAcY 3D opens in cinemas on thursday 
Dec 16, rated [PG]. See Rave’s centre pages for a 
giant, Recogniser-sized poster, plus page 39 for a 
special preview pass giveaway. check out www.
disney.go.com/tron for more information.

tHE LIGHtcYcLE DIARIES
Rebooting dusty movie franchises is standard procedure these days. but a mega-budget sequel to a cult science fiction flick from nearly 30 years ago? That’s unusual. 
when the original film is Tron, loved by a devoted few but hardly a cultural touchstone, many will wonder what the fuss is all about. So just what is the secret of tRoN: 
LEGAcY? JAcK REED immerses himself in the Grid with insights from director JoSEPH KoSINSKI.  

 It was our goal to push technology, but in a 
way that’s story-driven. we’re telling a story 

that just couldn’t be told up until now. 


